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RELATIVELY SLOW DAY WITH THE PROSPECTIVE PLANTS AND 
GRAIN STOCKS REPORT NEXT MONDAY 

Posted on 3/26/2014 5:56:37 AM 

  

Higher for soybeans and soybean meal, unchanged for Minneapolis wheat and lower for soybean oil, 
rough rice, corn, oats, Kansas City and Chicago wheat. For the most part the grain complex was relatively 
quiet today as we approach next Monday's prospective plantings and stocks report. The wheat complex 
remains in an uptrend helped by the weather and exports in spite of a large world supply of 
wheat. Minneapolis has some minor support around 760. 740, and 700. Then none until 660 down to 640. 
KC's nearest support is around 780, 750,720 with then below 690.  Chicago has support under 690, 650 
and from 620 down to 600. Minneapolis/ KC spreads continue to chop around but the possible head and 
shoulders looks almost gone after this week's action so far. Oats made their worst low and close since the 
middle of February just missing a sell signal. They're still in an uptrend overall but starting to act heavy. 
Their closest support is around 380 and nearest resistance begins round 460. Holding 420 was not a 
good sign but the 400 area is also psychological. Rice had a large range ending down with strong 
resistance looming from 1530 up to1580 in the way for the bulls. Meanwhile, rice looks to test its last lows 
after today's action. Corn continues to hold up well and could still be in a BULL TRIANGLE or at least a 
consolidation area since the beginning of March in spite of drastically reduced cattle and hog herds. On 
the other side of the coin, it did have reversal type action on March 7h that hasn't been taken out at this 
time. Corn has good support from 460 on down especially between 450 and 430. The bean complex 
settled higher in quiet action with beans still in a possible BULL TRIANGLE. The beans nearest support is 
under 1320 while the meal's is below 458. Oil has fallen thirteen out of its last fourteen trading 
sessions still resting in some minor support. BUY SIGNALS FOR MINNEAPOLIS, KANSAS CITY AND 
CHICAGO WHEAT LONG WITH OATS, CORN, SOYBEANS, SOYBEAN MEAL AND SOYBEAN OIL. 
CALL FOR DETAILS.  For additional charts, quotes, news, commentary & more sign-up for a FREE 30-
day trial to Market head.Com. 
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